Discomatic Tango – full text

Small, powerful and elegant

Discomatic Tango: the efficient alternative to the mop
If you think the mop is irreplaceable, think again. The compact and agile Discomatic Tango
scrubber-drier from Wetrok slips through where others get stuck. It is the only machine in
its class to provide suction when moving backwards as well as forwards.

The Discomatic Tango scrubber-drier finally does away with all that fussing around with a bucket
and mop. It is specially designed for cleaning small areas like wet rooms, consulting rooms, small
kitchens, small storage rooms, or entrance and stairwell areas. With its low vertical clearance, the
Discomatic Tango also reaches all those areas which can otherwise only be accessed with a mop.
For example, it can reach under benches or other objects with parts arranged at low heights, like
desks, counters, or sanitary equipment, without causing undue disturbance.

High performance with two circular brushes
The Tango's design combines compactness with high performance. It is among the smallest and
lightest scrubber-driers on the market, despite having two circular brushes. The lightweight lithiumion battery takes up hardly any room at all, but is a real powerhouse. It consistently delivers high
performance, even when low, and has a long service life. Its clever connection system means it
only takes a few steps to set up and shut down.

Cleans backwards too
Unlike all other scrubber-driers, the Tango provides suction during both forward and backward
movements. With suction apparatus at front and back, floors dry out almost as quickly as they are
cleaned. Since cleaning is not interrupted and does not depend on the direction of movement, and
with drying being so quick, the cleaning process is highly efficient. Compared with using a mop, the
Discomatic Tango operator delivers significantly better cleaning performance per unit of time. Not
to mention the impeccable results in hygiene terms, since the machine always uses fresh water.
The high level of efficiency means an investment in the Tango will pay for itself in no time at all.

Flexible to use and operate
The Discomatic Tango is small, light and easy to operate. The flexible guide element with the water
tank and control panel is continuously adjustable - even during cleaning. All it takes is a quick pull
on the lever. The two water tanks can be removed at the push of a button when transporting the
machine, so it easily fits into a car's luggage space.
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The quality of the Discomatic Tango also shines through in its functional yet elegant design. This is
the work of renowned American product designer Tom Tjaarda, who became world-famous
through his car designs.
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Your contact for additional information:

Manuela Glanzmann, Communications Manager
Manuela.glanzmann@wetrok.ch
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Discomatic Tango – short version

Small, powerful and elegant

Discomatic Tango: the efficient alternative to the mop
The agile Discomatic Tango scrubber-drier from Wetrok slips through where others get stuck. With
its low vertical clearance, it also reaches all those areas which can otherwise only be accessed
with a mop. It is the only machine in its class to clean when moving backwards as well as forwards.
It has two circular brushes and suction apparatus at front and back, so floors dry out immediately.
The lightweight lithium-ion battery takes up hardly any room at all, but is a real powerhouse. The
Discomatic Tango is small, light and easy to operate. It owes its elegant looks to world-famous car
designer Tom Tjaarda.
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((Caption for Tango image))
High-performance machine with low vertical clearance

((Caption for image of a dancing couple))
The Tango - a symbol of power and elegance

Your contact for additional information:

Manuela Glanzmann, Communications Manager
Direct line 41 (0)43 255 51 68
Manuela.glanzmann@wetrok.ch
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